TOPICS

Ch 1: Overview of μC/μP systems; 8086/8088 μP internal architecture, Ch 2: Software model; memory addresses;

Ch 3: Addressing modes and MOV ins.

Ch 4.1-4.3: Machine code, Brief discussion on DEBUG commands

Ch 7: Introduction to Directives (DB, DW, ......); EDIT, TASM, TLINK programs

Ch 5: Logical instructions;

Ch 6: Jump Instructions;

Ch 2: Software model; memory addreses;

Ch 3: Overview of storage) RAM, SRAM, DRAM (data storage);

Ch 7: Introduction to Directives (DB, DW, ......);

Ch 3: Software model; memory addreses;

Ch 8.1-8.3: Memory Interface; Minimum useful assembly language programs

BIOS & DOS Intrrupts (INT-10, INT-21)

Ch 6: Loop and Strings instructions;

Ch 6: Stack instructions and Subroutines;

Ch 6: Jump Instructions;

Ch 5: Logical instructions;

Ch 5: Shift and Rotate instructions;

Ch 6: Jump Instructions;

Ch 5: Logical instructions;

Ch 5: Shift and Rotate instructions;

Ch 6: Jump Instructions;

Ch 5: Logical instructions;
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